
Tagging guns and accessories from

6305

6305/S Model Ouicky, shock resistant plastic housing and robust
mechanics; the form is tuned to the natural bearing of hand and
arm, during the work, complete with combi needle 6322/1.

6304 / 6303

6304/S Model Ouicky, as 6305/S, but pistol-shaped, complete with
combi-needle 6322/1.

6300/S Model Bano’k 303-S, standard, pistol shaped, especially cheap
type, complete with needle 6321/1.

6300/X Model Bano’k 303-L, long, as 6300/S, but with needle 6321/3.

6300/L Model Bano’k 303-X, fine, as 6300/X, but with needle 6321/4.

6300/XL Model Bano’k 303-XL, like 6300/S, but with needle 6321/4.

6300 63066306/S Electro Bano’k Type II-S, standard, electric tagging machine with
rechargeable “DC” batteries (loading time abt. 10 hrs). Fitted with perfect
pressersystem, preventing that the plastic tags will not be short totally
through the material. Complete with needle 6321/1.

6306/L Electro Bano’k Type II-L, long, as 6090/1, but complete with
needle 6321/3.

6303/X Model Ouicky-F, as 6305/X, but pistol-shaped, complete
with extra-fine combi- needle 6322/2.

6305/X Model Quicky-F, as 6305/S, but complete with extra-fine
combi-needle 6322/2.

6301/S Tagging gun Taggy II S, pistol-shaped, standard, with needle
6322/1 or 6322/3, all-steel.

6301/X Tagging gun Taggy II S, pistol-shaped, standard, with needle
6322/2 or 6322/6, all-steel.

6304/X Tagging gun type Quicky, like 6305/X, but pistol-shaped com-
plete with fine needle 6322/2.

6314 Tagging gun Micro Tach, replaces needles, metal clips and yarn.
Perfect for decoration and finest textiles. Even where space is limited the
tag pins can be fixed easily and without problems. Complete with ultra-
fine needle no. 6314/1 with a diameter of only 1,22 mm. The tiny needle
does not leave its mark on delicate textiles.

6314/1 Ultra-fine needle for Micro Tach tagging gun, art.no. 6314.

6314/2 Tag pins Nylon suitable for our tagging gun 6314. Total length
5,5mm, useful length 4,4 mm, clips per 120 pieces. Packing unit 10.000
per box.

6314

6301/X-S
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Extra-fine plastic tags, suitable for use with tagging guns for extra-fine
tags, for example  our models Quicky-F and  303-X, 303-Xl, 233-X.
Extra-fine plastic tags are used for sensible materials, e.g. silk, rayon,
laundry of synthetics, extra-fine knitting and hosiery goods, etc., „Para-
lelo“-type.

Article-No. length Colour Packing unit

6033 7 mm white 10,000 pcs.

6058 20 mm white 5,000 pcs.

6058/1 20 mm red 5,000 pcs.

6059 45 mm white 5,000 pcs.

Security tags to fasten labels on leather, furniture, electric devices,
shoes etc., also suitable to keep shoes etc. together in pairs.

Article-No. length Colour Packing unit

6041/2 75 mm white 5,000 pcs.

6041/3 120 mm white 5,000 pcs.

6041/4 220 mm white 5,000 pcs.

6070 Plastic security tags for fixing labels on leather goods, furnitures,
shoes etc., type V-Lox No. 5. New is the plastic ball, which guarantees a
well-arranged positioning of the label, no sliding possible. length to be
used: abt. 55 mm, white

6068 Stiching labels Fina, pasteboard, at one side white, with pointed
needle out of refined wire, with blue edges and guide lines, perforated,
Size 24 mm. x 35 mm, Packing unit: 5.000 pieces.

6033 6058/6059

6041/2 6041/3 6041/4

6070 6068

6307 Model System 1000 for quick pricing of lying goods. There is no
need to refill the magazine permanently. Suitable tag pins no. 6086, 6087,
6088 and 6089.

63076302

In case of defective tagging guns you should use the advantage
of our quick and reliable repair service.

T-end plastic tags, suitable for use with all standard tagging guns, with
a thin transversal web on both ends. The tags of abt. 25 mm length are
especially suitable to pleat hangings and curtains as well as for bundling
stocking and gloves etc. Packing unit: 5,000 pieces.

6044/1 T-end plastic tags, length 25 mm, Colour white
6044/2 T-end plastic tags, length 235 mm, Colour white

Plastic Tags in all
measurements

6044/1

Article-No. length Colour

6086 13 mm white

6087 20 mm white

6088 40 mm white

6089 60 weiß

Plastic tags only for System 1000

6302/S Model Squasso 233-S, standard model, fitted with improved
cutting device and therefore of first quality, with standard needle no.

6302/X Model Squasso 233-X, like 6302/S, but with fine needle no.
6321/4.
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Plastic tags standard type, suitable for use with all standard tagging
guns, for example our models Quicky, 103 Q-S, 203 S and 203 L. The
plastic tags of about 40 mm, 65 mm and 130 mm length are supplied as
„Paralelo“ type. The patented head-to-head connection guarantees that
the plastic tags can neither be mixed up in the box nor in the tagging gun.
The result: time-saving, no losses in material and easier working. (In case
of the standard plastic tags of abt. 13 mm and abt. 25 mm length the
connection „Paralelo“ is not necessary). Packing unit 5,000 pieces.

Article-No. length colour

6200D1 13 white, D2 blue,D3 yellow,D4 green,D5 red, D6 black

6201E1 15 white, E2 blue,E3 yellow,E4 green,E5 red, E6 black

6202D1 20 white, D2 blue,D3 yellow,D4 green,D5 red, D6 black

6203D1 25 white

6203E1 25 white, E2 blue,E3 yellow,E4 green,E5 red, E6 black

6204D1 30 white

6205D1 35 white

6206D1 40 white, D2 blue,D3 yellow,D4 green,D5 red, D6 black

6208D1 65 white, D2 blue,D3 yellow,D4 green,D5 red, D6 black

6209D1 125 white

Packing unit: 5,000 pcs.

6043 Double plastic tags suitable for use with all standard tagging guns
as for example our models Quicky, 103 Q-S and 203-S, extremely high
security against the exchange of price tickets at high quality fur and ready-
made clothes. Packing unit: 5,000 pieces.

Nickel-plated split pin, bundled at 100 pcs., minimum quantity 5,000
pcs.

6060/1 8 cm double long thread
6060/2 12.5 cm double long thread

Parallel

6043 6060/1-3

Spare needles for
tagging guns

6321/1M 6321/2 6321/3M

6321/4

6321/6 6322/26322/3

Article-No. penetration
(mm)

thickness
(mm)

suitable for suitalbe for tagging gun

6321/1M 20 1,9 Standard 303S,Sure Tach,103S,203S

6321/2 20 2,4 Carpets 303S,103S,203S,Sure Tach,

6321/3M 30 1,9 Standard 303L,103L,203L

6321/4M 15 1,3 fine fabrics 303X,103X,203X

6321/6 16 1,3 extra-fine
fabrics

303X,103X,203X

6322/1
Kunststoff-
schaft

20 1,9 Standard Quicky, Saga, Taggy II S, Tag Tacher

6322/2
Kunststoff-
schaft

15 1,3 fine fabrics Quicky-X, Taggy IIX

6322/3
Ganzstahl

20 1,9 Standard Taggy II S,Tag Tacher,Saga,Quicky

6322/6
Ganzstahl

15 1,3 fine fabrics Taggy II X,Quicky X

Spare needles for tagging guns

Article-No. length Color Article-No. length Color

Für Standard-Geräte (S) Für Feine-Geräte (X)

6210M1 15 weiß 6211M1 15 weiß

6210M2 25 weiß 6211M2 20 weiß

6210M3 40 weiß 6211M3 25 weiß

6210M4 50 weiß 6211M4 35 weiß

6210M5 65 weiß 6211M5 50 weiß

6211M6 65 weiß

Packing unit: 5000 pcs.
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6049

6049 Stapling Pliers, solid and very handy design, nickel-plated, gap of
65 mm, for quick fastening price or quality labels, or any other labels onto
fabrics. Clips can be removed easily without damaging the fabric.

6050 Clips, legs of 6 mm, in boxes of 10,000 pieces

6066 Chade marking devices or marking cuts resp. single parts which
belong together with size- indication (up to 3 digits) and continuous
numbers (up to 999) on selfadhesive labels 6067. Each two labels are
provided with the same continuous number.Other types upon request.

6066

Chade marking devices for various purposes

6066/1 Ink pads for chade marking devices No. 6066

6015/1+3

6015/1 Chade marking devices “Interben” for 4 fix and 3 continuous
numbers, for lables 26 x 12 mm. This devices consists of:

- high safety ability
- good reading of the continuous numbers
- high lable velocity

6015/3 Chade marking devices “Interben” for 2 fix and 4 continuous
numbers.

6015/5 Ink pads for chade marking devices “Interben”.

6051 Clips, legs of 8 mm, in boxes of 10,000 pieces

6069 Adhesive labels for laser/inkjet printers,
measurements: 30 x 38 mm, content of 100 sheets 4800 labels.

6069/1 Adhesive labels for laser/inkjet printers,
measurements: 35 x 53 mm, content of 100 sheets 3000 labels.

6069/2 Adhesive labels for laser/inkjet printers,
measurements: 42 x 67 mm, content of 100 sheets 2000 labels.

The adhesive lapels

for your laser/inkjet printer

6061/6062 6063

Labels of double-sided white, smooth pasteboard, with eyelet, to be
fastened with tagging guns, resp. with thread for the manual attachment.
Packing unit: 1,000 pcs.

Article-No. Measurements
(mm)

Description

6061 40x50 with eyelet

6061/2 40x50 tied with 8 cm, double long thread and nickel-plated split pin

6062 48x65 with eyelet

6062/2 48x65 tied with 8 cm, double long thread and nickel-plated split pin

6063 50x75 with eyelet

6063/1 50x75 tied with 12 cm, double long thread
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Self-adhesive labels in all colours and sizes

Article-No. Measurements (mm) Colour adhesive powert

6018/1 26 x 12 white light

6019/1 26 x 12 white normal

6020/1 26 x 12 white strong

6067/1 22 x 12 white textile no. 4

6067/2 22 x 12 white textile no. 4

6067/3 32 x 19 white textile no. 4

Adhesive labels with differents measurments, colours and adhesive
power.

6869/3-4-6-7-9

2282/4-6-10

6869/3 Garment clamps of transparent plastic, forms as per illustration,
total length abt. 37 mm

6869/4 Idem, total length 37

6869/6 Idem, total length 37

6869/7 Idem, total length 42

6869/9 Idem, total length 40

2282/4 Mobile garment stand out of tube of 32 mm.dia., brown varnished,
carrying bar of oval tube 35 x 20 x 2 mm, chrom-plated, extension 30 cm
long, 4 ball-bearing rollers with rubber coat, width of feet 55 cm, height
of hanging bar 170 cm, length of stand 170 cm.

2282/10 Mobile garment stand as 2282/4 but height of hanging bar 180
cm, length of stand 180 cm.

2282/6 Journey garment stand, foldable, can be adjusted in height, tube
of 25 mm dia. varnished brown, carrying bar of oval tube 30 x 15 mm,
with two extensions, 100 cm long, adjustable in height from 110-170 cm.
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